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Personal information: 

Born: 9 September  1949 in Bussum,  The Netherlands. 

Email: info@asfyon.com 

Web:  www.asfton.com 

Cell:  0031 643900550 

Research: 

Since 1980 researcher in the field of general relativity and cosmology at the 

university of Utrecht and Amsterdam. In 1998 founder of the independent 

research center ASFYON (=astronomisch fysisch onderzoek Nederland). 

The subjects of research comprise:  high-frequency perturbations using 

multiple-scale method --- U(1) scalar-gauge field models on curved spacetimes -

-- causality issues in general relativity --- topological defects such as cosmic 

strings --- rotating fields in general relativity --- evidence of cosmic strings from 

the alignment of quasar polarization axes ---warped spacetimes and conformal 

invariance. 

 

Work: 

1972-1974:      assistant at univ. of Utrecht 
1974-2010:      teacher in mathematics and physics  
1980-1993:      researcher at univ. of Utrecht and Amsterdam 
1998- now:   director ASFYON 

Education: 

1980-1986;      Study theoretical physics at university of Utrecht. Master’s thesis by  

                         Prof. G.’t Hooft on a subject in cosmology. 

1987:                PhD at university of  Amsterdam in theoretical physics 

  Title:              “Primordial High Frequency Perturbations in Cosmology” 

Promotors:       Prof. E. v/d Heuvel (A’dam)               Prof. K. Gaemers (NIKEV) 

Co-promotor:   Prof. G. ‘t Hooft (Utrecht) 
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